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In this paper first we prove a new existence theorem for periodic solutions of
finite dimensional differential inclusions. Then we use this result and Galerkin
approximations to establish the existence of periodic trajectories for a class of
nonlinear evolution inclusions. An example of a parabolic nonlinear feedback
control system is also worked out in detail. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we establish the existence of periodic trajectories for a
class of nonlinear evolution inclusions. Our approach uses Galerkin ap-
proximation and a new result on periodic solutions of finite dimensional
differential inclusions.
The problem of existence of periodic solutions for evolution equations
has attracted the interest of several authors. However, most of the works
w xconcentrated on semilinear systems. We refer to the works of Browder 3 ,
w x w xPruss 13 , and Becker 2 . From these works, Browder imposed an accre-È
tivity condition on the nonlinear terms; Becker had a general Cartheodory
nonlinear term, but imposed a strong m-accretivity condition on the family
  .4of the unbounded, densely defined linear operators A t ; and finallyt g T
Pruss employed a Nagumo type tangential condition.È
w x w xRecently Vrabie 14 and Papgeorgiou 12 , working along the lines of
w xthe paper by Becker 2 , extended his result to nonlinear systems. Vrabie
has a time-invariant multivalued nonlinear operator, while Papageorgiou
used an unbounded, time-dependent but single-valued operator. In both
these nonlinear works, the original strong m-accretivity condition of Beck
is present.
w xIn this paper, following Pruss 13 we use a Nagumo type tangentialÈ
condition and extend his result to nonlinear and multivalued systems. In
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our proof, we use Galerkin approximations and a new finite dimensional
result which is actually of independent interest. An example of a parabolic
system is also presented.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a Banach space. Throughout this work we will be using the
 .   .4following notations: P X s A : X : nonempty, closed, convex andf c.
 .   .  .4P X s A : X : nonempty weakly- compact, convex .w .kc.
 .  .Given K g P X , the tangent cone to K at x, T x is defined byf c K
d x q l¨ , K .
T x s ¨ g X : lim s 0 . .K  5l
lx0
 .It is easy to check that this is a closed and convex cone. Also, if by N xK
  .  . we denote the normal cone to K at x i.e., N x s ­d x s x* gK K
 .  . w . x4.  .X*: x*, x s s x*, K s sup x*, y : y g K , then we know that N xK
 .  .   .is the negative polar cone of T x ; i.e., N x s x* g X*: x*, ¨ F 0K K
 .4  w x.for all ¨ g T x . Recall see, for example, Aubin and Ekeland 1 , that ifK
 .int K / B, then int T x / B for all x g K.K
 .  .On P X we can define a generalized metric, known in the literaturef
as ``Hausdorff metric,'' by setting
h A , B s max sup d a, B , sup d b , A . .  .  .
agA bgB
 . 5 5 4  . 5 5 4Here d a, B s inf a y b : b g B and d b, A s inf b y a : a g A .
  . . Recall that P X , h is a complete metric space. A multifunction set-f
.  . valued function F: X ª P X is said to be Hausdorff-continuous h-f
.   . .continuous , if it is continuous from X into the metric space P X , h .f
 .  .   . .Note that P X and P X are closed subspaces of P X , h .f c k c f
Let Y, Z be Hausdorff topological spaces. A multifunction G: Y ª
Z 4  . 2 B is said to be upper semicontinuous u.s.c. resp. lower semicontinu-
 .. y . ous l.s.c , if for every C : Z nonempty closed, the set G C s y g
 . 4  q .   . 4.Y: G y l C / B resp. G C s y g Y: G y : C is closed in Y.
w x Our mathematical setting is the following: Let T s 0, r the time
.horizon , let H be a separable Hilbert space, and let X be a dense
subspace of H, carrying the structure of a separable Hilbert space which
embeds into H continuously and compactly. Identifying H with its dual
 .pivot space , we have X ª H ª X* with all embeddings being continu-
ous, dense, and compact. Such a triple of spaces is known in the literature
as ``evolution triple,'' or ``Gelfand triple,'' or ``spaces in normal position.''
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5 5  < < 5 5 .  .By ? resp. ? , ? # , we will denote the norm of X resp. of H, X* . By
 :  .  .? , ? we will denote the duality brackets for the pair X, X* and by ?, ?
the inner product of H. The two are compatible in the sense that
 : <  .  .  .? , ? s ?, ? . Also by ?, ? and ?, ? we will denote the innerX= H X X *
products of X and X*, respectively.
 .  .Let J g L X, X* be the duality operator canonical isometry from X
into X*. Then from the Riesz]Fredholm theorem, we know that there
 . y1exists a sequence e : X of eigenvectors of J with correspondingn nG 0
 4eigenvalues l : R such thatn nG 0 q
 .1 e s l Je , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , l x0,n n n
 .  .  . y1  .2 e , e s d , e , e s l d , and e , e s l d , withn m nm n m X n nm n m X * n nm
d being the Kronecker symbol and n, m G 0,nm
 . `  :3 for every x* g X* we have x* s  x*, e e and in addi-ks0 k k
tion
`
2y1 < : <X s x* g X*: l x*, e - ` k k 5
ks0
`
2 2y15 5 < : <with x* s l x*, e k k
ks0
` `
2 2 2< : < < < < : <H s x* g X*: x*, e - ` with x* s x*, e , k k 5
ks0 ks0
 ` < : < 2 4 5 5 2and X * s x g X *:  l x*, e - ` with x* # sks 0 k k
` < : < 2 l x*, e .ks0 k k
 4n  4Set X s span e . Then X is a Galerkin scheme for each onen k ks0 n nG 0
of the spaces X, H, and X*; i.e., this is a sequence of nontrivial, finite
 .dimensional subspaces of X such that d x, X ª 0 as n ª ` for alln
x g X, and similarly for H and X*. Given x* g X*, we set
n
 :p x* s x*, e e . . n k k
ks0
 .  . Then p x* g X and p ? is the projection from X* also fromn n n
.H, X onto X .n
 .  2 . 2 .4Let W T s x g L X : x g L X* . The derivative involved in thisÇ
definition is defined in the sense of vector-valued distributions. Equipped
 . r  .  .. r  .  ..with the inner product x, y s H x t , y t dt q H x t , y t dt,Ç ÇW T . 0 X 0 X *
 .  .W T becomes a separable Hilbert space. It is well known that W T
 .  .embeds into C T , H space of continuous functions from T into H
 .  .continuously. So every element in W T has a representative in C T , H .
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Finally since we have assumed that X embeds into H compactly, we have
 . 2 .that W T embeds into L H compactly. For further details we refer to
w xZeidler 15, Chap. 23 .
3. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL RESULT
In this section, we prove the existence of periodic solutions for a class of
finite dimensional differential inclusions. This result, which is also of
independent interest, will be needed in the implementation of the Galerkin
 .method see Section 4 .
w xSo let T s 0, r and X a finite dimensional Banach space. The bound-
ary value problem under consideration is
x t g F x t a.e. .  . .Ç
. 1 . 5x 0 s x r .  .
 .We will need the following hypotheses on the data of 1 .
 .  .H F . F: K ª P X is an u.s.c. multifunction,k c
 .H K . K : X is nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex,
 .  .H . F x l T x / B for all x g K.r K
Then we have the following result:
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. If hypothesis H F , H K , and H hold, then problem 1r
admits a solution.
 .Proof. Without any loss of generality, since by hypothesis H K , K is a
convex set, we may assume that int K / B. Indeed if this is not the case,
let X s span K. This is a subspace of X and clearly K has a nonempty0
 .interior in X . Furthermore, it is easy to see that T x : X for all x g K0 K 0
 .  .  .and the orientor field F t, x s F t, x l X satisfies hypothesis H F .0 0
Furthermore by translation, we may without any loss of generality assume
wthat 0 g int K. Note that from Theorem 7.4.2 of Klein and Thompson 8,
x  .p. 90 we have that F K is compact and so there exists M ) 0 such that
<  . < 5 5  .4for all x g K, F x s sup y : y g F x F M. Therefore, we can apply
w xProposition 4.1 of DeBlasi 4 and get a decreasing sequence of h-
 . continuous multifunctions F : K ª P X in fact the F 's are locally h-n k c n
hw x.  .  .Lipschitz; see 4, Remark 4.2, p. 12 such that F x ª F x for all x g Kn
<  . < 5 5  .4 q and F x s sup y : y g F x F M. Let e ª 0 , e ) 0 to be de-n n n n
Ã.  .  .  .fined precisely in the process of the proof . Set F x s F x q e r3 B ,n n n 1
Ã 5 5 4  .with B s x g X : x F 1 . Then clearly F ? is h-continuous and1 n
Ã  .  .F x l int T x / B. From Lemma 1 of Flytzanis and Papageorgioun K
w x  . 7 , we know that x ª int T x has an open graph i.e., Gr int T sK K
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Ã .  .x .  .x, ¨ g K = X : ¨ g int T x is open in K = K . Since F ? being h-K n
w xcontinuous is automatically l.s.c., from Lemma 2 of 7 we get that x ª
Ã X .  .  4  .F x l int T x is l.s.c. from K into 2 B . Then Theorem 3.1- c ofn K
w x 1Michael 10 tells us that we can find f : K ª X a continuous map suchn
1 Ã .  .  .that f x g F x l T x for all x g K. Since 0 g int K, we can findn n K
5 5  .  .  .d ) 0 such that d x* F s x*, K s x*, x for all x* g N x sK
 .yT x . Assume d F 1 and let e F d , n G 1. Then from Lasota andK n
w x 2Yorke 9 , we know that we can find f : K ª X a Lipschitz function suchn
that
e dn1 25 5f x y f x - for all x g K . .  .n n 3
Ã 2 Ã .  .  .  .  .Set f x s f x y e r3 x, x g K. Our claim is that f x g T xn n n n K
 .for all x g K. To this end, let x* g N x . Then we haveK
en2 1 1Ãx*, f x s x*, f x y f x q x*, f x y x*, x .  .  .  .  . .  . .n n n n 3
e d e dn n 15 5 5 5F x* y x* since f x g T x . .  . .n K3 3
Ã .  .  .Because x* g N x was arbitrary, we conclude that f x g T x forK n K
all x g K.
Now consider the following single valued boundary value problem:
Ãx t s f x t a.e. .  . .Çn n n . 2 . 5x 0 s x r .  .n n
w x  .From Theorem 1 of Vrabie 14, p. 635 we know that problem 2 above
Ã .  . 5  .5 5   ..5has a solution x ? g C T , X . Note that x t s f x t F M qÇn n n n
< <K q 2 a.e. So invoking the Dunford]Pettis theorem and by passing to a
w 1 .subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x ª y in L T , X . AlsoÃn
  .4  .since x 0 : K, we can assume that x 0 ª x in X. Thus in then nG1 n 0
limit as n ª `, we get
t t
x t s x 0 q x s ds ª x q y s ds s x t , t g T .  .  .  .  .ÇH Hn n n 0
0 0
« x ? g C T , X , x s y , and x 0 s x r . .  .  .  .Ç
Ã U .   ..   ..  .   ..Furthermore x t s f x t g F x t q e M q 1 B s F x tÇn n n n n n 1 n n
h  ..   ..and recall that the F 's are locally h-Lipschitz. So F x t ª F x t asn n n
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hU   ..   ..n ª ` « F x t ª F x t as n ª `. Hence invoking Theorem 3.1 ofn n
Uw x  .   ..   ..  .11 , we get that x t g conv lim F x t s F x t a.e. Therefore x ? gÇ n n
 .  .  .C T , X is the desired solution periodic trajectory of 1 . Q.E.D.
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS FOR EVOLUTION
INCLUSIONS
In this section, we use Theorem 3.1 and Galerkin approximations to get
the existence of periodic solutions for a class of nonlinear evolution
inclusions.
w x  .So let T s 0, r and X, H, X* an evolution triple of spaces with all
embeddings compact, as in Section 2. The multivalued boundary value
problem under consideration is
x t q A x t g F x t a.e. .  .  . .  .Ç
. 3 . 5x 0 s x r .  .
 .We will need the following hypotheses on the data of 3 :
 .H A . A: X ª X* is an operator such that
 .  .    .  . :1 x ª A x is monotone i.e., A x y A y , x y y G 0 for all
.    . :x, y g X and hemicontinuous i.e., for all y, z g X, l ª A x q l y , z
w x .is continuous from 0, 1 into R ,
 .   . : 5 5 22 A x , x G c x , for some c ) 0,
 . 5  .5  5 5.3 A x # F c 1 q x for some c ) 0.1 1
 .H K . K is a nonempty, closed, and bounded subset of H,1
 .s.t. K s p K s K l X in all n G 1.n n n
 .  .H F . F: K ª P H is a multifunction such that1 f c
 .  .  .41 Gr F s x, y g K = H: y g F x is sequentially closed in
H = H here H denotes the Hilbert space H equipped with the weakw w
.topology ,
 . <  . < 5 5  .4  5 5.2 F x s sup y : y g F x F c 1 q x for some c ) 0.2 2
X w  .  .x X  .  X  .H . For every x g K l X, F x y A x l T x / B here T xr K K
.denotes the tangent cone to K at x in the space X* .
 .  .  .By a solution of 3 , we mean a function x g W T such that x t qÇ
  ..  .  .  . 2 .  .   ..A x t s f t a.e., x 0 s x r , with f g L H , f t g F x t a.e.
 .  .  . XTHEOREM 4.1. If hypotheses H A , H F , H K , and H hold, then1 1 r
 .problem 3 admits a solution.
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 .Proof. Consider the Galerkin approximations to problem 3 :
x t q p A x t g p F x t a.e. .  .  . .  .Çn n n n n . 3 . n 5x 0 s x r , x t g p K s K , t g T .  .  .  .n n n n n
w .  .  . If x ª x in K s p K , then A x ª A x in X* see hypothesisn n n m
 . ..   ..   ..H A 1 and so p A x ª p A x in X . Also let C : X be an m n n n
 .y .   . 4nonempty, closed subset and let p F C s z g K : p F z l C / B .n n n
 4  .y .Let z : p F C and assume that z ª z in K . Then bym mG1 n m n
 .  .definition p F z l C / B. Choose ¨ g p F z l C, m G 1. Thenn m m n m
 4¨ is bounded in X , thus relatively compact. So we may assume thatm mG1 n
 .¨ ª ¨ as m ª `. Clearly ¨ g C and for every m G 1, ¨ s p ¨ , withÃm m n m
 .  . .  4¨ g F z . Because of hypothesis H F 2 , ¨ is bounded in H. SoÃ Ãm m m mG1
wby passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that ¨ ª¨ inÃ Ãm
 . . w xH. Then because of hypothesis H F 2 , z, ¨ g Gr F. Also we haveÃ
 .  .  .  .y .p ¨ s ¨ ª p ¨ s ¨ in X « ¨ g p F z « z g p F C «Ã Ãn m m n n n n
 .y .  .p F C is closed and so we conclude that p F ? is u.s.c. Therefore,n n
 .  .  .z ª p F x y p A x is u.s.c. on K s p K : X .n n n n n
By hypothesis H X, we haver
XF x y A9 x l T x / B for all x g K l X . .  .  .K
w x X  .From Proposition 2 of Aubin and Ekeland 1, p. 439 we have p T x :n K
  ..  .T p x . So we get for every x g K s p K s K l X ,K n n n nn
X
B / p F x y A x l T x .  .  .n K
X: p F x y p A x l p T x .  .  .n n n K
: p F x y p A x l T x . .  .  .n n K n
Hence we have satisfied all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Applying that
 .  .result we get a solution x ? for the Galerkin approximation 3 , n G 1.n n
 4  .Now we will derive some bounds for the sequence x : W T . To thisn nG1
end, we have
 :  :x t , x t q p A x t , x t s p f t , x t a.e. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Çn n n n n n n n
2 .  .   ..  .with f g L H , f t g F x t a.e. Recall that x t g K and thatn n n n n
U since p is the projection of X* onto X , p projects X onto X seen n n n
w x w xDunford and Schwartz 6, VI. 3.3 and VI. 9.19 or Deimling 5, p. 258 . So
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we have
1 d 2 U U< <  :x t q A x t , p x t s f t , p x t a.e. .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n n n n n2 dt
d 2< <  :« x t q 2 A x t , x t s 2 f t , x t a.e. .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n n ndt
d 2 2< < 5 5 < < < <« x t q 2c x t F 2 f t ? x t a.e. 4 .  .  .  .  .n n n ndt
Apply Cauchy's inequality with e ) 0 on the right hand side to get
12 22< < < < < < 5 5 < < 5 52 f t ? x t F 2b f t ? x t F eb f t q x t , .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n n ne
< < 5 5where b ) 0 is such that ? F b ? . Its existence follows from the fact
that X embeds into H continuously. Choose e s 1r2c. Then we get
d b 22 2< < < <x t F c f t a.e. with c s .  .n 3 n 3 /dt 2c
d 22< < < <« x t F c c 1 q x t a.e. hypothesis H F 2 .  .  .  . . . .n 3 2 ndt
d 2 2 22< < < < < <« x t F 2c c 1 q x t s c 1 q x t a.e. .  .  . .  .n 3 2 n 4 ndt
t2 2< < < < < <« x t F K q c r q c x s ds, .  .Hn 4 r n
0
< <  < < 4   ..where K s sup y : y g K - ` see hypothesis H K . Invoking
Gronwall's inequality, we deduce that there exists M ) 0 such that for all1
n G 1 and all t g T , we have
< <x t F M . .n 1
 .Using this bound in inequality 4 above, we get
d 2 2< < 5 5 < <x t q 2c x t F 2 f t ? M a.e. .  .  .n n n 1dt
r r
25 5 < < < <« 2c x t dt F K q 2 M f t dt .  .H Hn 1 n
0 0
r
< <F K q 2 M c 1 q M dt .H1 1 1
0
< < Xs K q 2 M c 1 q M r s M .1 1 1 2
X 1r2M2
25 5« x F M for all n G 1 and with M s . 5 .L  X .n 2 2  /2c
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2 . 2 .Finally, let h g L X s L X* *. Then for every n G 1, we have
r r
 :  :x s , h s ds s y p A x s , h s ds .  .  .  . .ÇH Hn n n
0 0
r
q p f s , h s ds .  . .H n n
0
5 5 5 5F M A x s # ? h s ds .  . .H 3 n
0
r
< < 5 5q M f s b h s ds .  .H 3 n
0
5 5  w x.with M ) 0 such that p F M for all n G 1 see Deimling 5 . So weL3 n 3
have
r r
 : 5 5x s , h s ds F M c 1 q x s .  .  . .Ç H Hn 3 1 n
0 0
5 5qbc 1 q M h s ds. .  ..2 1
5 5 2   . .Recalling that x F M for all n G 1 see bound 5 above , via theL  X .n 2
Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, we get that there exists M ) 0 such that4
r
2 : 5 5x , h s x t , h t dt F M h .  . .Ç Ç . H L  X .m n 40
0
 ..for all n G 1 and with ?, ? denoting the duality brackets of the pair0
 2 . 2 .. 2 .L X* , L X . Since h g L X was arbitrary, we finally have that
5 5 2x F M for all n G 1. 6 .Ç L  X *.n 4
 .  .  4From bounds 5 and 6 above, we deduce that x is bounded inn nG1
 .W T hence relatively sequentially weakly compact. So we may assume
w 2 .  .  .that x ª x g W T . Recalling that W T embeds compactly in L Hn
s 2 .  .  .and continuously in C T , H see Section 2 , we have x ª x in L Hn
s s 2 2Ã .  .  .  .  .  .and x 0 ª x 0 , x b ª x b in H. Also let A: L X ª L X * be then n
Ã .  . .Nemitsky superposition operator corresponding to A; i.e., A x ? s
  ..  . .  .A x ? . Because of hypothesis H A 3 and bound 5 above, we see that
Ã 2  .4  .A x is bounded in L X* . So by passing to a subsequence ifn nG1
w 2Ã .  .necessary, we may assume that A x ª¨ in L X* . Denote byn
2 . 2 .p : L X* ª L X the ``lifting'' of the projection operator p : X* ª X ;Ãn n n n
 .  .  ..i.e., p x s p x ? . As before denote by ?, ? the duality brackets forÃn n 0
 2 . 2 ..the pair L X* , L X . We have for all n G 1
Ãx , x y x q p A x , x y x s p f , x y x . 7 .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã .  . . /n n n n n n n n0 0
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 . Employing the integration by parts formula for functions in W T see
w xZeidler 15, Proposition 23.23, p. 422 , we have
1 2< <x y x , x y x s x b y x b « x , x y x .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç .  . .  .n n n n n20 0
1 2< <s x b y x b q x , x y x ª 0 as n ª `. .  .  .Ç .n n2 0
<  . <  <  . <.  .   .4Also note that f t F c 1 q x t F c 1 q M a.e. Hence f ?n 1 n 1 1 n nG1
2 .is relatively sequentially weakly compact in L H . So we may assume that
w 2 .  . 2f ª f in L H . Let ?, ? denote the inner product in the Hilbertn L H .
2 .space L H . We have
p f , x y x s f , x y pU x s f , x y pU x 2 .  .  .Ã Ã Ã .  .  .L Hn n n n n n n n n0 0
s f , x y x 2 q f , x y pU x 2 .  .Ã .  .L H L Hn n n n
r
U
2s f , x y x q f t , x t y p x t dt. .  .  .  . .H .L Hn n n n
0
But note that
f , x y x 2 ª 0 as n ª ` .  .L Hn n
<  . U  . <  w xand x t y p x t ª 0 as n ª ` see Deimling 5, p. 258 . So we getn
r  .  . U  ..H f t , x t y p x t dt ª 0 and thus finally we have0 n n
p f , x y x ª 0 as n ª `. .Ã .n n n
 .Then from Eq. 7 , we get that
Ãlim p A x , x y x s 0. .Ã . /n n n 0
Therefore
Ã Ã U UA x , x y x s A x , x y p x q p x y x .  . Ã Ã .  . /  /n n n n n n0 0
Ã U Ã Us A x , x y p x q A x , p x y x .  .Ã Ã .  . /  /n n n n n0 0
Ã Ã Us p A x , x y x q A x , p x y x . .  .Ã Ã .  . /  /n n n n n0 0
< U  .  .  . <Again recall that p t x t y x t ª 0 as n ª ` and also note that wen
Ã  . ..have already shown that lim p A x , x y x . Thus finally we getÃn n n 0
Ãlim A x , x y x s 0. . . /n n 0
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Ã . But A ? is hemicontinuous, monotone it can be easily verified using
 ..  .  w x.hypothesis H A and so has property M see Zeidler 15, pp. 583]584 .
w 2Ã Ã .  .  .  .Since A x ª¨ in L X* from property M we deduce that ¨ s A x ;n
w 2 2Ã Ã .  .  .  .i.e., A x ª A x in L X* . Then for every h g L X , we haven
Ã Ã U Ãp A x , h s A x , p h ª A x , h , .  .  .Ã Ã  . .  .  . /  /n n n n 00 0
sU 2 2 .  .since p h ª h in L X . Because h g L X was arbitrary, we deduceÃn
w 2Ã Ã .  .  .that p A x ª A x in L X* . So we haveÃn n
w 2Ã Ãx q p A x ª x q A x in L X* .  .  .Ç Ã Çn n n
« x t q A x t s f t a.e. .  .  . .Ç
x 0 s x r . .  .
 .   ..It remains to show that f t g F t, x t a.e. But from Theorem 3.1 of
w x11 , we get
f t : conv w-lim f t a.e. 4 .  .n nG1
: conv w-lim F x t : F x t a.e. hypothesis H F 1 . .  .  .  . .  . .n
 .  .  .So w ? g W T is the desired periodic solution of 3 . Q.E.D.
5. AN EXAMPLE
In this section, to illustrate the applicability of our work, we prove the
existence of a periodic trajectory for a parabolic distributed parameter
 .control system, with a state-dependent i.e., feedback control constraint
set.
w x NSo let T s 0, r and let Z be a bounded domain in R with boundary
G s ­Z. Let D s ­r­ x , i s 1, . . . , N, and Da s Da1 . . . DaN , where a si i 1 N
 .  . < <a , . . . , a are N-tuples of nonnegative integers multi-index and a s1 n
N  . 0 a the ``length'' of the multi-index . For a s 0, we set D x s x.ks1 k
 .  .  a < < 4Also let N s N q m !rN!m! and let h x s D x: a F m . The sys-m
tem under consideration is
¡ ¦­ x t , z . < <a aq y1 D A z , h x t , z .  . . . a­ t < <a Fm~ ¥. 8 .s b z , x t , z u z a.e. on T = Z .  . .
b < < <D x s 0, b F m y 1, x 0, z s x r , z .  .T=G¢ §5 50 - g F u t , z F g z , x t , ? a.e. .  . .20
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 .We will need the following hypothesis on the data of 8 :
 . NmH A . A : Z = R ª R are functions such that1 a
 .  .1 z ª A z, h is measurable,a
 .  .2 h ª A z, h is continuous,a
 .   .  .. X .3  A z, h9 y A z, h h y h G 0 a.e. for all< a < F m a a a a
h, h9 g R Nm,
 . <  . <  . 5 5.  . 2 .4 A z, h F w z 1 q h a.e. with w ? g L Z ,a 1 1
 .  . 5 5 25  A t, z, h h G c h a.e. with c ) 0.< a < F m a a
 .H b . b: Z = R ª R is a function such that
 .  .1 z ª b z, x is measurable,
 .  .2 x ª b z, x is continuous,
 . <  . <  .  . ` .3 b z, x F a z a.e. with a ? g L Z .
 .H g . g : Z = R ª R is a function such thatq q
 .  .1 z ª g z, ¨ is measurable,
 .  .2 ¨ ª g z, ¨ is u.s.c.,
 .  .  .  . 2 .3 g z, ¨ F u z q c9¨ a.e. with u ? g L Z , c9 ) 0.
Y  . m . 5 5 2H . For every x ? g H Z with x s k, we can find u gL Z .r 0
2 .  .  5 5 .   ..  .  .L Z , g F u z F g z, x a.e. such that H b z, x z u z x z dz F 020 Z
 .sign condition .
Under these hypotheses we can prove the following theorem:
 .  .  . YTHEOREM 5.1. If hypotheses H A , H b , H g , and H hold, then1 r
 . 2 m ..  2 ..system 8 admits a periodic trajectory x g L T , H Z l C T , L Z0
2 ym  ..with ­ xr­ t g L T , H Z .
m . m . ym  .Proof. In this case, X s H Z and X* s H Z * s H Z . From0 0
 .the Sobolev embedding theorem, we know that X, H, X* is an evolution
triple, with all embeddings being compact. Also let K s kB s x gH
2 . 5 5 4 w xL Z : x F k . From Aubin and Ekeland 1, p. 170 , we can get thatL Z .2
m .for all x g H Z0
ym 5 5 2H Z if x F r . L Z .XT x s .K ym 2 : 5 5¨ g H Z : x , ¨ F 0 if x s r .4 . . L Z .
m . m .Now consider the Dirichlet form a: H Z = H Z ª R defined by0 0
a x , y s A z , h x z Da y z dz , x , y g H m Z . .  .  .  . . . H a 0
Z< <a Fm
Via the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, we can easily check that there
exists c ) 0 such thatÃ1
< < 5 5 m 5 5 ma x , y F c 1 q x y . . Ã  .H Z . H Z .1 0 0
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Ã m ym .  .So we can get a nonlinear operator A: H Z ª H Z , by0
Ã :A x , y s a x , y . .  .
Ã Ã ym m5  .5 5  .5  5 5 .Clearly then A x # s A x F c 1 q x . Also usingÃH Z . H Z .1 0
Ã .  .hypothesis H A we can easily check that A ? is continuous, in particular
 . .then hemicontinuous. Furthermore because of hypothesis H A 3 , we
Ã Ã m  .  . :  . have A x y A y , x y y G 0 for all x, y g H Z i.e., the operator0
 . .  . .A ? is monotone . Finally via hypothesis H A 5 , we get that there exists
2 Ã mm5 5   . :  .  .c ) 0 such that c x F A x , x s a x, x for all x g H Z . SoÃ Ã H Z . 00
 .we have satisfied hypothesis H A .
2 .  .As our control space Y, we choose the space L Z , and define U x s
 2 .  .  5 5 . 4 2 .u g Y s L Z : 0 - g F u z F g z, x a.e. for all x g H s L Z .20
 .  .Clearly U x g P Y . Also let V : Y nonempty closed and letw k c
sy 2 4  .  .  .x : U V with x ª x in H s L Z . Take u g U x l V n G 1.n nG1 n n n
 . .Because of hypothesis H g 3 and by passing to a subsequence if neces-
w 2 .  .sary, we may assume that u ª u in Y s L Z . Then for all C g B Z sn
 .Borel s-field of Z, we have, using hypothesis H g ,
< < 5 5 5 5g C F u z dz F lim g z , x dz F g z , x dz .  . .H H 2 H 20 n
C C C
 < <  . .  .here C s the Lebesgue measure volume of C . Since C g B Z was
arbitrary, we get
5 5g F u z F g z , x a.e. .  .20
« u g U x l V « x g Uy V .  .
« U ? is u.s.c. from H s L2 Z into Y s L2 Z . .  .  .
<  . <  5 5 . Furthermore, note that U x F c 1 q x for some c ) 0 hypothe-Ã Ã22 2
 . ..sis H g 3 .
Ã Ã . .   ..  .  .  .Let b x ? s b ?, x ? and then define F x s b x U x s
s wÃ . w x4D b x u. Let x , y : Gr F and assume that x ª x, y ª yugU x . n n nG1 n n
2 Ã .  .  . <  . < in L Z s H. We have y s b x u , u g U x . Since U x F c 1 qÃn n n n n n 2
Ã5 5 . 5 5x and x F M for all n G 1, by passing to a subsequence if2 2n n
w  .  .necessary, we may assume that u ª u. Since U ? is u.s.c. we get u g U x .n
Ã .  .Also recalling that the Nemitsky superposition operator b ? defined
sÃ Ã .  .  .above is continuous Krasnosel'skii's theorem , we get b x ª b x inn
w2 2Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .   . ..  .L Z « b x u ª b x u in L Z hypothesis H b 3 . So y s b x u,n n
 . w x  .u g U x « x, y g Gr F; i.e., F ? has a sequentially closed graph in
<  . <  5 5 .H = H . Finally note that F x F c 1 q x for some c ) 0. So weÃ Ã2w 3 3
 .have satisfied hypothesis H F .1
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Next let x g K l X, x g BdK s boundary of K. By hypothesis HY forr
 .some u g U x , we have
Ã Ã Ã Ã 2 m :  :  : 5 5b x u y A x , x s b x u , x y A x , x F yc x - 0 .  .  .  . Ã H Z .0
X XÃ Ã Ã« b x u y A x g T x « F x y A x l T x / B. .  .  .  .  .  .K K
So we have satisfied hypothesis H X.r
 . Now rewrite system 8 in the equivalent deparametrized i.e., control
.free evolution inclusion form
Ãx t q A x t g F x t a.e. .  .  . .  .Ç
. 8 9 . 5x 0 s x r .  .
All hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 have been checked. So applying that
 2 .. 2 m ..result, we get a periodic trajectory x g C T , L Z l L T , H X with0
2 ym  ..  .­ xr­ t g L T , H Z for system 8 . Q.E.D.
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